Back to Basics
Craig and Michelle were delighted by the birth of their first child, Jackson. When little Sophie
arrived just after Jackson’s second birthday, their family was complete.
Jackson was still a little unsteady on his feet when Sophie started crawling. He’d been a late
walker, but Craig and Michelle weren’t overly concerned; Craig’s mother said he’d been much
the same.
After the “Obesity Epidemic” in the early years of the century the government of New Realand
had decided to put a greater emphasis on basic fitness. Running and jumping, in particular, were
seen as necessary skills in establishing the nation’s place in relation to the fitness levels in other
OECD countries.
Now, in 2035, society had undergone a major shift and everyone valued running and jumping
skills. Indeed, many people in the small city of Marathon had occupations supporting related
industries such as sports shoe manufacture, physiotherapy and running fashions. Running to
work was encouraged (this had also reduced carbon emissions considerably) and most employers
provided treadmills in their staff tearooms.
Every day Michelle ran the three kilometres to work after dropping Sophie at daycare. Already
little Sophie was begging her mother to stop the stroller at the end of the street so they could run
the last few metres to the centre together.
Craig had always found running more difficult. He’d gone to extra exercise classes as a child, but
he just seemed to have weaker leg muscles and nothing much helped. Lately he had taken to
riding a small pavement scooter to his job at the bank. There had been a few derogatory
comments at first, but at least it meant he didn’t have to spend the rest of the day in pain – and he
could get to work on time.
Young Jackson had started school. He was already learning to read and showed natural leadership
ability. However, his legs were still not strong. As Craig watched his young son stumble in the
door after trying to run home like the other children, he recognised his own pain being reflected
in his son.
Despite his lack of running skill, or perhaps because of it, Jackson’s upper body developed
considerable strength. Craig and Michelle arranged for him to have swimming lessons, in the
hope that his legs would also be strengthened. It wasn’t long before Jackson joined the swimming
club and started achieving recognition for his ability. A row of certificates soon adorned the
fridge. It didn’t seem to matter that his legs were not becoming stronger; Jackson’s confidence
grew with his success.
Soon after Jackson’s sixth birthday Craig and Michelle were asked to meet his teacher to discuss
recent test results. Apparently Jackson was achieving much lower than his peers in running and
jumping skills. Craig pointed out that Jackson was doing very well with other things, like reading
and swimming. The teacher reminded him of the Government’s policy that “all children should
be able to run and jump successfully by age nine”. If Jackson were to get anywhere near that goal
he would have to go into the school’s Running Recovery Programme. That would mean 30
minutes of intensive running training with a tutor every day. Real gains would only be made if
Michelle followed up at home with leg strengthening exercises and more running for at least 10
to 15 minutes each night.
Jackson felt a sense of relief when he finished primary school and its succession of remedial
running programmes. He had continued with swimming, taken up archery and won the speech

competition for the past two years. He liked nothing more than to lie on the couch and devour a
good book.
Unfortunately, Jackson found that nearly every high school subject depended on running in some
way. Even in English they were expected to run to class, run to get their books and run to the
library. They wrote essays about great runners.
The Remedial Running teacher at the high school suggested that Craig and Michelle take Jackson
for a Physical Assessment to determine just what the problem was. They felt they were already
well aware of their son’s difficulties, but decided to go ahead with the assessment.
The results were very interesting. They recommended that leg braces, or even a wheelchair, be
provided for Jackson when races were held. Jackson was reluctant to look different from his
peers, but agreed to trial the wheelchair for the next running test. As soon as he tried it his upper
body strength was apparent; he finished the race near the front of his class. His friends
congratulated him, but others made comments about ‘unfair advantage’. They all admitted that he
must have incredible arm strength to operate the chair. The emphasis on running meant that their
arms were not nearly as strong as their legs. Jackson began to realise that some other students
wore leg braces for the running races, and a girl in Year 11 used a wheelchair.
Shortly after the beginning of the next school year Jackson arrived home one day, threw his bag
on the floor and went straight to his room. Craig and Michelle eventually got the whole story
from him. All of the school students were sitting the annual Running Achievement Tests. Jackson
had expected to be allowed to use his chair, as he did for other running tests. The teacher had said
he couldn’t, as this was a standardised test and they wanted to see how well everyone could
perform with no assistance.
“But I can’t run at all,” Jackson had protested.
“Yes, well, we know that, but we just want to see how bad at it you really are. Umm… I mean…
just do your best, Jackson. That’s all we ask.”
Sure enough, the results showed that Jackson couldn’t run. In fact, he was the poorest in his class
at running.
“Now tell us something we don’t know,” thought Craig and Michelle as they read their son’s
Progress Report.
Each year Craig and Michelle listened as another group of teachers expressed their concerns at
Jackson’s Running Achievement Test results. Each year they insisted that the RATs were not a
true reflection of their son’s capabilities.
It wasn’t until Jackson reached the senior level that he had a chance to specialise in subjects that
reflected his ability. He particularly enjoyed English at this level, as it no longer included much
running. His real passion, however, was swimming. He even coached a junior swim squad as part
of his community service requirement.
As Jackson hobbled onto the stage at his final school prizegiving Craig and Michelle beamed and
applauded enthusiastically as he was handed an armful of trophies and certificates for his
achievements.
The parents of the Running Dux, sitting two rows behind, were heard to mutter:
“What’s the use of all that if you can’t even run!”
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